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- Indicates Online Access (via QC databases); Online access to full-text periodicals is available through the QC library’s subscription to either a specific journal or a database aggregator. Off-campus access is limited and requires the use of QC proxy service – for details see: http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/Library/services/computing.php#offcampus For exact dates of coverage and access, search Queens College Electronic Journals http://ve6fz2qj7b.search.serialssolutions.com (off-campus access requires QC proxy service).

E-journals – titles listed as E-journals do not require subscription (i.e. they are open access journals). Off-campus access to full text is available to all without restrictions - exact URL is included. Print Periodicals – Unless stated otherwise, all are shelved in Queens Periodicals Stacks - BRL Level 1. Call numbers and exact holdings are included where available.

Akadem PJ4503 A44 v. 29 2005 – v. 39 2009
- American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures
- AJS Perspectives E-journal http://www.ajsnet.org/perspectives.htm

AJS Review
- Bridges: A Jewish Feminist Journal
- Haaretz E-journal http://www.haaretz.com/
- Hebraica

Hebrew Annual Review Stacks PJ4501 H43 1977 – 87
- Hebrew Student
- Hebrew Studies
- Jewish Bible Quarterly
- Jewish Quarterly Review
- Jewish Studies E-journal http://www.biu.ac.il/js/JSIJ/
- Journal for the Study of the Old Testament
- Journal of Hebrew Scriptures E-journal http://www.arts.ualberta.ca/JHS/
- Journal of Modern Jewish Studies

Leshonenu PJ4503 L45 v. 36 1972 – v. 72 2010
- Mendele Review E-journal http://yiddish.haifa.ac.il/tmr/tmr.htm
Melilah PJ5005.A1 M37v.1 (1944)
- Middle Eastern literatures

- Prooftexts PJ5001 P76 v. 1 1981 – v. 21 2001
- Review of Rabbinic Judaism: Ancient, Medieval and Modern
Shirim PN6109.5 S54 v. 1 1982 – v. 14 1995
- Tarbiz
- Vetus Testamentum
- Yiddish PJ5120 A385 v. 1 1973 –
Yidishe Shprakh PJ5111 Y53 v.32 1973 – v.36 1977
- Yiddishe Kultur AP91 Y53 v. 33 1971 – v. 64 2002
Yivo Bleter Stacks PJ5120 A1 Y5 v. 44 1973 – v. 46